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Summary count by month with COUNTIFS

Generic formula 

= COUNTIFS(dates,">=" & A1,dates,"<" & EDATE(A1,1))

Summary 

To create a summary count by month, you can use the COUNTIFS function and the EDATE
function with two criteria. In the example shown, the formula in G5 is:

= COUNTIFS(dates,">=" & F5,dates,"<" & EDATE(F5,1))

Explanation 

In this example, we have a list of 100 issues in Columns B to D. Each issue has a date and priority.
We are also using the named range "dates" for C5:C104 and "priorities" for D5:D105. Starting in
column F, we have a summary table that shows a total count per month, followed by a total count
per month per priority.

We are using the COUNTIFS function to generate a count. The first column of the summary table
(F) is a date for the first of each month in 2015. To generate a total count per month, we need to
supply criteria that will isolate all the issues that appear in each month.

Since we have actual dates in column F, we can construct the criteria we need using the date itself,
and a second date created with the EDATE function. These two criteria appear inside COUNTIFS
like so:

dates,">=" & F5,dates,"<" & EDATE(F5,1)

Roughly translated: "dates greater than or equal to the date in F5 and less than the date in F5 plus
one month". This is a convenient way to generate "brackets" for each month based on a single
date.

When the formula is copied down column G, COUNTIFS generates the correct count for each
month.

Note: if you don't want to see full dates in column F, just apply the custom date formats "mmm"
or "mmmm" to display the month names only.

With Priority

To generate a count by priority, we need to extend criteria. The formula in H5 is:

= COUNTIFS(dates,">=" & $F5,dates,"<" & EDATE($F5,1),priorities,H$4)

Here we've added an additional criteria, the named range "priorities" paired with H4 for the
criteria itself. In this version of the formula, we get a count by month broken down by the priority,
which is picked up directly from the header in row 5. This formula uses both mixed references and
absolute references to facilitate copying:

1. The reference to H4 has the row locked (H$4) so priority doesn't change as the formula is
copied down.

2. The reference to F5 has the column locked ($F5) so the date doesn't change as the formula
is copied across.

3. The named ranges "dates" and "priorities" are automatically absolute.

Pivot table approach

A pivot table is a good alternative solution to this problem. In general, pivot tables are easier and
faster to set up when data is well-structured.

Author 
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Related formulas 

Summary count with COUNTIF
When working with data, a common need is to perform summary
calculations that show total counts in different ways. For
example, total counts by category, color, size, status, etc. The
COUNTIF function is a good way to generate these kinds of
totals...

Count cells between dates
The COUNTIFS function is built to count cells that meet multiple
criteria. In this case, we need to provide two criteria: one criteria
for the earlier date and one for the later date. We supply the
named range dates (C5:C11) for both criteria. To...

Summary count with percentage breakdown
In this example, the goal is to calculate a count and percentage
for each category shown in column B. For convenience, the
category values in column B are in the named range category
(B5:B122). To generate the count, we use the COUNTIF function
...

Two-way summary count with COUNTIFS
The COUNTIFS function is designed to count things based on
more than one criteria. In this case, the trick is to build a
summary table first that contains one set of criteria in the left-
most column, and a second set of criteria as column headings...

SUMPRODUCT count multiple OR criteria
Working from the inside out, each criteria is applied with a
separate ISNUMBER + MATCH construction. To generate a count
of rows in column one where the value is A or B we use:
ISNUMBER ( MATCH ( B5:B11 , { "A" , "B" } , 0 )...

Related functions 

Excel COUNTIFS Function
The Excel COUNTIFS function returns the count of cells that
meet one or more criteria. COUNTIFS can be used with criteria
based on dates, numbers, text, and other conditions. COUNTIFS
supports logical operators (>,...

Excel EDATE Function
The Excel EDATE function returns a date on the same day of the
month, n months in the past or future. You can use EDATE to
calculate expiration dates, maturity dates, and other due dates.
Use a positive value for months to get a date in the...

Related videos 

How to build a simple summary table
Pivot Tables are fantastic tools for summarizing data, but you can
also use formulas to build your own summaries using functions
like COUNTIF and SUMIF. See how in this 3 minute video.

How to use the COUNTIFS function
In this video we'll look at how to use the COUNTIFS function to
count cells that meet multiple criteria in a set of data.   

See also 

Why Pivot Tables?

Excel Formula Training
Formulas are the key to getting things done in
Excel. In this accelerated training, you'll learn how to
use formulas to manipulate text, work with dates and
times, lookup values with VLOOKUP and INDEX &
MATCH, count and sum with criteria, dynamically
rank values, and create dynamic ranges. You'll also
learn how to troubleshoot, trace errors, and fix
problems. Instant access. See details here.
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Hi - I'm Dave Bruns, and
I run Exceljet with my
wife, Lisa. Our goal is to
help you work faster in

Excel. We create short videos, and clear
examples of formulas, functions, pivot
tables, conditional formatting, and
charts. Read more.

Excel video training
Quick, clean, and to the point.

Learn more

I will get them all [courses], just have to purchase one at a time, over some time. I truly like how the
course material is laid out. Easy to read with great step-by-step instructions & explanations. I love
each lesson’s format, they are really cool. It is unique. -Dave
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